Overcoming multidrug resistance through inhalable siRNA nanoparticles-decorated porous microparticles based on supercritical fluid technology
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Background: In recent times, the co-delivery therapeutics have garnered enormous interest from researchers in the treatment of cancers with multidrug resistance (MDR) due to their efficient delivery of multiple agents, which result in synergistic effects and capable of overcoming all the obstacles of MDR in cancer. However, an efficient delivery platform is required for the conveyance of diverse agents that can successfully devastate MDR in cancer.

Methods: Initially, short-interfering RNA-loaded chitosan (siRNA-CS) nanoparticles were synthesized using the ionic gelation method. Further, the siRNA-CS nanoparticles and doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) were co-loaded in poly-L-lactide porous microparticles (PLLA PMs) (nano-embedded porous microparticles, [NEPMs]) by the supercritical anti-solvent (SAS) process.

Results and discussion: The NEPM formulation exhibited an excellent aerodynamic performance and sustained release of DOX, which displayed higher anticancer efficacy in drug-resistant cells (human small cell lung cancer, H69AR cell line) than those treated with either free DOX and DOX-PLLA PMs due to the siRNA from CS nanoparticles silenced the MDR gene to DOX therapy.

Conclusion: This eco-friendly process provides a convenient way to fabricate such innovative NEPMs co-loaded with a chemotherapeutic agent and a gene, which can devastate MDR in cancer through the co-delivery system.
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Introduction

With the cumulative incidences over the past few decades, lung cancer has become a leading cause of cancerous deaths worldwide, due to uncontrolled proliferation rate of cells and poor prognosis instigated by drug resistance.1–3 Currently, various therapeutic strategies, chemotherapy alone or in combination with other strategies such as radiation and surgical practices, are available for the treatment of lung cancer.4–6 However, the clinical application of these conventional chemotherapeutic strategies has been limited due to the complicated and diversiform mechanisms of multidrug resistance (MDR) attained by cells, including the overexpression of MDR-associated proteins (MRPs/ABCCs) in ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter family and permeability glycoprotein on the cell surface.4,5,7–9 In addition, several cases of cancer cells exhibit MDR phenotype, which restricts the entry of drugs through various
mechanisms, resulting in the distortion of therapeutic dosage regimen. These consequences often drive clinicians toward the administration of multiple chemotherapeutic drugs at higher doses resulting in the severe adverse effects. These issues have led the researchers toward the development of various innovative formulations, which can efficiently inhibit MDR through diverse agents and subsequently enhance the drug levels.

In the past decade, the tremendous progress has evidenced the development of numerous agents that significantly inhibit MDR through various mechanisms. In this context, short-interfering RNA (siRNA) offers significant potential by downregulating the expression of cell surface efflux ABC family, through specifically silencing a broad range of their preceding genetic targets and subsequently enhancing the internalization efficiency of chemotherapeutic agents. Furthermore, a combination of chemotherapy and gene therapy through codelivery of an anticancer drug and an MDR-restricting siRNA will be more effective in devastating MDR in cancer, by targeting different cellular signaling pathways and reducing the doses of chemotherapeutic drugs by overcoming MDR. However, the formulation of siRNA and its delivery specifically for cancer therapy is highly challenging, due to quick degradation and rapid renal clearance of naked siRNA (without the use of delivery vectors), resulting in the significant loss of its bioactivity. Currently, many types of siRNAs in combination with the anticancer drugs and their complexes have been delivered using various nanocarriers for efficient accumulation in cancer cells by both passive and active targeting, ensuring the high drug concentrations at the tumor site with improved efficiency. However, only a fraction of anticancer drugs could reach the tumor sites in the lung after they were administered through the traditional administration procedures, such as oral and intravenous routes. To address these limitations, the localized delivery of chemotherapeutic agent and siRNA directly via inhalation systems to the lung tumor is highly desirable for enhancing their therapeutic efficacy and for subsequently lowering the systemic undesired side effects. By doing so, inhalation systems can deliver siRNA directly to the lungs, which can retain the stability of siRNA after release due to lower nuclease activity in the airways.

Pulmonary delivery through inhalable particulate systems, such as metered dose inhalers and dry powder inhalers, holds considerable potential in drug delivery due to its significant advantages such as superior chemical stability, uniform dosage, and no specific requirement of coordination of inhalation with activation, among others. Despite the advantages and success in the synthesis and codelivery of anticancer drugs and siRNA by nanomedicine platform, the nanocarriers still face a significant limitation for lung cancer treatment, ie, rapid exhalation before reaching the site of action due to their small size (<0.5 μm). However, the inhalation microparticles with geometric size (1–3 μm) and mass density (~1 g/cm³) by various conventional manufacturing methods tend to aggregate in the dry powder inhaler leading to nonuniformity in dispensed doses and substantially prone to rapid clearance by macrophages in the lumen, which significantly reduce the efficacy of several anticancer drugs. To overcome these limitations, polymer-based porous microparticles (PMs) with an appropriate geometric size have been utilized for the delivery of various therapeutic agents in the lungs owing to their attractive properties such as low aerodynamic density (<0.4 g/cm³) and adaptive aerodynamic diameter (1–5 μm), among others. Polymers with excellent biocompatibility and biodegradation such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA)- and poly-L-lactide (PLLA)-based microparticles showed intended applications for pulmonary delivery due to their option of tailoring their rate of drug release without causing tissue damage in the lungs. Herein, nano-embedded porous microparticles (NEPMs) as inhalation delivery systems offer unique advantages over other carriers including nonviral gene vectors in overcoming MDR such as synergistic delivery efficacy and physicochemical attributes of both nanoparticles and microparticles, and high deposition rate in the alveoli facilitating the transport of nanoparticles to the target site in the lungs and enhancing the availability, stability, and efficacy of nanoparticles. Moreover, the matrix of NEPMs dissolves in the lung’s epithelial lining fluid after inhalation, resulting in the sustained release of drug and nanoparticles from these porous architectures. Different approaches have been explored for preparing inhalable dry powders, such as spray drying, micronization, and supercritical fluid (SCF) technology. Among various methods available, the SCF technology holds a great promise in polymer processing by making use of benign solvents, in particular, supercritical carbon dioxide (SC-CO₂) that is operated at moderate critical conditions (temperature, 31.1° C and pressure, 73.8 bar). In addition, this eco-friendly technology is beneficial in producing PMs with minimal organic solvent residues in the end product. Herein, SC-CO₂ acts as an antisolvent in the supercritical antisolvent (SAS) process, which has shown great progress in producing micro- and nano-sized polymeric composites for pulmonary delivery.
In this article, we present an innovative design of inhalable PMs possessing doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) and siRNA for reversing the MDR of lung cancer through the codelivery approach. Initially, the siRNA-loaded chitosan (siRNA-CS) nanoparticles were fabricated through the ionic gelation method, and further, these nanoparticles as well as a chemotherapeutic agent, DOX, were encapsulated into PLLA PMs by the SAS process. These siRNA-CS nanoparticles-embedded PLLA PMs (siRNA-CS-DOX-PLLA PMs, or shortly denoted as NEPMs) possessing unique properties of both nanoparticles and microparticles (1–5 µm) for codelivery of a gene and a chemotherapeutic agent are highly suitable for deep lung deposition, and releasing the nanoparticles for the intracellular delivery of siRNA and escaping the phagocytosis by macrophages after reaching the deeper lung tissues.\(^{44-46}\) In addition, the delivered siRNA from the CS nanoparticles effectively obstructs MDR through the gene silencing effect and subsequently enhances the uptake of DOX released from the NEPMs (Figure 1).

**Materials and methods**

**Chemicals and reagents**

siRNA (sense, 5′-GCAGACCUCUUCUACUCUUTT-3′ and antisense, 5′-AAGAGUAGAAGGUCUGCTT-3′) specific to human MRP-1 and negative control (NC) siRNA (sense, 5′-UUCUCGAACGUGUCACGUTT-3′ and antisense, 5′-ACGUGACACGUUCGAGAATT-3′) and FAM-labeled siRNA (FAM-siRNA) were purchased from Gene Pharma Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and DOX was obtained from Aladdin Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). PLLA was purchased from Jinan Daigang Biomaterial Co. Ltd. (Jinan, China). CS, sodium tripolyphosphate (TPP), Pluronic F-127 (PF-127), ammonium bicarbonate (AB), and dichloromethane (DCM) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA). \(\text{CO}_2\) (purity >99.9%, v/v) was supplied by Xiamen Rihong Co., Ltd. (Xiamen, China). Roswell Park Memorial Institute medium (RPMI-1640), fetal bovine serum (FBS), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were obtained from GIBCO/BRL.

**Figure 1** Schematic illustration representing the outline of synthesis and pulmonary codelivery of DOX and MRP1 siRNA.

Abbreviations: DOX, doxorubicin hydrochloride; MDR, multidrug resistance; MRP, MDR-associated proteins; PLLA, poly-l-lactide; siRNA, short-interfering RNA; siRNA-CS, siRNA-loaded chitosan; SAS, supercritical antisolvent.
Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY, USA). 4′6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and LysoTracker Red were obtained from KeyGen BioTECH Co. Ltd (Jiangsu, China).

Physical characterization

The surface morphology of the nanoparticles, as well as PMs, was characterized by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, S-4800 UHR; Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). The samples were prepared by depositing an aqueous solution of the sample (10 µL) onto the conducting resin mica grid before coating a thin layer of gold. The particle size distribution and zeta potential of CS nanoparticles and siRNA-CS nanoparticles were determined using the dynamic light scattering (DLS) method using Zetasizer Nano ZS (Zeta PALS; Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK). The influence of the SAS process on the functional groups of the materials was estimated by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) (Nicolet iS50; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The geometric mean diameter (D₅₀) and particle size distribution of microparticles were measured using a laser diffraction particle size analyzer (LS320, Beckman Coulter Inc, CA, USA). To further determine the distribution of nanoparticles in PMs, FITC-conjugated CS (FITC-CS) nanoparticles were synthesized as reported previously and characterized using a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM, CarlZeiss LSM510; Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany). The aerosolization behavior of NEPMs was captured by a digital video camera (Canon; Tokyo, Japan) at 0.04 second intervals after actuation.

Preparation of NEPMs

Initially, siRNA-CS nanoparticles were prepared by the ionic gelation method, in which the positively charged amino groups of CS interact with the negatively charged TPP, and then these nanoparticles along with DOX were dispersed over PLLA PMs using the SAS process. siRNA-CS nanoparticles were prepared by following the procedure given below. siRNA (optical density – 2.0, 66 µg) was dissolved in 250 µL of TPP solution (1 mg/mL) and then added to 500 µL of CS solution (2 mg/mL). The siRNA-CS nanoparticles were harvested by gentle vortexing for a minute.

To obtain uniform-sized NEPMs through the SAS process, it is required to prepare an emulsion containing oil and water phases. Initially, the water phase was prepared by dissolving DOX and suspending siRNA-CS nanoparticles in 2 mL of saturated solution of AB. On the other hand, as presented in the process conducted before, the required oil phase was prepared by dissolving 306.6 mg of PLLA and 153.3 mg of PF-127 in 20 mL of DCM. Next, 2 mL of water phase was added to 20 mL of oil phase under ultrasonication to obtain homogeneous water in oil emulsion, and then the mixture was subjected to SAS processing at adjusted critical conditions.

The precipitation experiments of NEPMs and CS nanoparticles-embedded PLLA microparticles (CS-PLLA PMs) were carried out in a SAS apparatus (SN3937782; Waters, MA, USA), which has been described elsewhere (Figure 2). In brief, CO₂ was cooled to 4°C before being compressed to a liquid and preheated in a heat exchanger prior to spraying it into the precipitation chamber or high-pressure vessel. Simultaneously, the homogeneous emulsion mixture was injected at a flow rate of 4.0 mL/min into the precipitation chamber (500 mL) at stabilized operating conditions (pressure, 8 MPa; temperature, 30°C; the flow rate of CO₂, 40 mL/min) through a steel nozzle (inner diameter of 0.006 inches). In the end, the SC–CO₂ was sprayed at the adjusted operating conditions for excess 30 minutes for washing the residual content of organic solvent in the microparticles. The microparticles were eventually collected from the high-pressure vessel and dried using the vacuum at 50°C for 2 hours to decompose AB.

Aerodynamic properties

The practical deposition of NEPMs into the lung can be correlated by measuring the aerodynamic properties of the samples. The aerodynamic performance of NEPMs was measured by using an eight-stage Andersen Mark II cascade impactor (ACI 20–810; Thermo Fisher Scientific). The composites of NEPMs (10 mg) were loaded into the capsules through the induction port into the ACI at a flow rate of 28.3 L/min for 60 seconds. The effective cutoff aerodynamic diameter (D₅₀) at each stage of the ACI was as follows: Stage 0, 9 µm; Stage 1, 5.8 µm; Stage 2, 4.7 µm; Stage 3, 3.3 µm; Stage 4, 2.1 µm; Stage 5, 1.1 µm; Stage 6, 0.65 µm; Stage 7, 0.43 µm; and Stage 8, <0.43 µm. Finally, D₅₀ was calculated by measuring the weight of the powder at each stage before and after the release of capsules. In addition, the fine particle fraction (FPF) was determined by the interpolation of the percentage of the particles containing less than 5 µm.

Drug loading and encapsulation efficiency

To determine the DOX loading and encapsulation efficiency in NEPMs, 10 mg of NEPMs was dissolved in 500 µL of DCM and then diluted to 20 mL with phosphate sodium acetate buffer (pH 7.4). The mixture was then shaken thoroughly to completely remove the remnants of DCM. The sample was filtered, and the supernatant was then collected and analyzed by ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis)
spectrophotometer (UV-1800; Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) at 480 nm. The drug load amount is generally determined from the mass ratio of the active pharmaceutical ingredient to the carrier, while the encapsulation efficiency is defined as the mass ratio of the encapsulated drug to the initial amount of drug taken. The drug load and the encapsulation efficiency were calculated using the following equations.

\[
\text{Drug load (\%) } = \frac{W_1}{W_2} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{Encapsulation efficiency (\%) } = \frac{W_1}{W_3} \times 100
\]

where \(W_1\), \(W_2\), and \(W_3\) represent the total weight of DOX in NEPMs, the gross weight of NEPMs, and the weight of initial DOX considered for the fabrication process, respectively.

**In vitro drug release**

The drug release experiments were conducted using the dialysis method. Typically, the samples of NEPMs with different loading amounts (5%, 7.5%, and 10% w/w of NEPMs) of DOX (10 mg, 2 mg/mL) were suspended in the dialysis bags separately (molecular weight cutoff 7,000), and they were then placed in a bottle with 20 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) and kept in a shaker maintained at 37°C. At predetermined intervals, 5 mL of sample aliquots were collected, and the concentration of DOX was analyzed using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer at 480 nm. The release experiments were continued by replenishing an equal volume of the fresh buffer after each sampling. In addition, the dissolution of free DOX was conducted as control by using the same method. On the other hand, siRNA release from CS nanoparticles was also investigated separately using the following procedure for avoiding the influence of DOX, as it results in the absorption peak at around 260 nm. siRNA-CS nanoparticles were suspended in 1 mL of PBS buffer and were then placed in an arbitrary shaker (70 rpm, 37°C). At scheduled time intervals, the suspensions were centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 10 minutes. Furthermore, the amount of released siRNA in the supernatant was determined by ultramicro spectrophotometer at 260 nm. Each experiment was carried out in triplicate.

**Cellular internalization efficiency**

The human small cell lung cancer cells (H69AR, MDR cell line) were obtained from American Type Culture Collection...
(ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). Cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 20% of FBS, 1% penicillin, and 1% streptomycin. The cells were incubated in a humidified atmosphere (5% CO₂, 37°C).

The delivery efficacy of NEPMs was evaluated using the cellular uptake study through the visualization of autofluorescent DOX in CLSM (TCS SP8; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The H69AR cells were harvested after 80% of confluence and seeded onto a 24-well plate at a density of 1×10⁵ cells per well and incubated for 24 hours for proper cell attachment. The media from the wells were then replaced with free DOX, NC NEPMs, and NEPMs dispersed in the FBS-free media at a concentration of 8 µg of DOX/mL. After 24 hours of incubation, the medium waspirated, and the cells were washed twice with PBS. Furthermore, the cells were attached to the bottom of the plate by incubating with the paraformaldehyde (4%) for 15 minutes, stained with DAPI for 10 minutes, with intermittent PBS washes, and then observed under CLSM. To assess the endosomal/lysosomal escape of siRNA-CS nanoparticles, the FAM-siRNA (100 nM) was incubated with H69AR cells for 6 hours. Subsequently, the cells were washed thrice with PBS followed by staining with LysoTracker Red for 30 minutes for visualizing the endosomes/lysosomes, and then the stained cells were observed using CLSM imaging.

**Anticancer study**

The effect of various designed constructs of NEPMs on the cell viability of H69AR cells was assessed by MTT assay.⁵¹ Cells were seeded at a density of 1×10⁴ cells per well of a 96-well plate and incubated overnight for proper cell attachment. The medium was then replaced with fresh medium containing the indicated formulations (free DOX, NC NEPMs, DOX-PLLA PMs, NEPMs), and the cells were incubated for another 24 hours. Furthermore, the cells were attached to the bottom of the plate by incubating with the paraformaldehyde (4%) for 15 minutes, stained with DAPI for 10 minutes, with intermittent PBS washes, and then observed under CLSM. To assess the endosomal/lysosomal escape of siRNA-CS nanoparticles, the FAM-siRNA (100 nM) was incubated with H69AR cells for 6 hours. Subsequently, the cells were washed thrice with PBS followed by staining with LysoTracker Red for 30 minutes for visualizing the endosomes/lysosomes, and then the stained cells were observed using CLSM imaging.

**Results and discussion**

The chief aim of the material design (Figure 2) is to develop NEPMs by an eco-friendly process based on the SCF technology for lung cancer therapeutics. DOX and MRP1 siRNA were chosen as a model chemotherapeutic agent and a gene, respectively, to synergistically conquer MDR through this inhalation codelivery system. We have synthesized NEPMs by initially preparing siRNA-CS nanoparticles using the ionic gelation method, and they were then dispersed along with DOX on PMs using the SAS process. Furthermore, these NEPMs were systematically characterized using various techniques such as SEM for demonstrating the surface morphology of PMs, fluorescence imaging for elucidating the distribution of nanoparticles over PMs, and aerodynamic properties of PMs for validating their delivery through the pulmonary route. Then, the DOX and siRNA release studies, cellular uptake efficiency in vitro, and lysosomal escape study of siRNA were performed to corroborate the delivery efficacy of PMs and nanoparticles. Eventually, we report the cell viability study in MDR cell line for evaluating the therapeutic anticancer effects of the NEPM design in comparison with free DOX.

**Physical characterization**

The surface morphology of the siRNA-CS nanoparticles, as well as their subsequent NEPM design, was observed using SEM (Figure 3A). Uniform-sized spherical structures of siRNA-CS nanoparticles with an average diameter of around 100 nm were produced by the ionic gelation method. These tiny nanocomposites are appropriate in size for loading into the PMs and are also highly suitable for the cellular internalization through endocytosis for gene silencing effect. Furthermore, the loading efficiency of siRNA in CS nanoparticles was estimated as 77.4%, which is indeed very high. The high loading efficiency of the gene is attributed to not only the electrostatic interactions between negatively charged siRNA and positively charged CS but also physical entrapment upon the ionic crosslinking induced by TPP.⁵² As compared to the zeta potential value of CS nanoparticles (34.6 mV) obtained by DLS measurements, the decrease in zeta potential after siRNA loading demonstrates the successful formation of siRNA-CS nanoparticles (21.3 mV) (Figure 3B).⁵³ Thus, these CS nanoparticulate forms act as an efficient carrier of genes. Furthermore, the delivery efficiency of these CS nanoparticles was evaluated by investigating the release of siRNA in vitro in the simulated physiological buffer using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. Interestingly, these spherical CS nanoarchitectures have exhibited the sustained release behavior of siRNA (~60% in 24 hours) (Figure 3C). Moreover, the FTIR recordings further confirmed the DOX existence in PMs. The DOX sample has shown peaks at 1,728 and 1,233 cm⁻¹ attributed to N–H stretching and
Figure 3 Physical characterization of NEPMs.

Notes: (A) SEM image of siRNA-CS nanoparticles, (B) Zeta potential and size of siRNA-CS nanoparticles and CS nanoparticles, (C) graphical representation illustrating the sustained release behavior of siRNA from the CS nanoparticles, (D) FTIR spectra of the raw DOX, PLLA PMs, and DOX-PLLA PMs, (E–F) SEM image of NEPMs, (G) particle size distribution of NEPMs measured by laser diffraction particle size analyzer, and (H) CLSM image illustrating the distribution of FITC-CS nanoparticles on PLLA PMs.

Abbreviations: CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscope; DOX, doxorubicin hydrochloride; FTIR, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy; NEPM, nano-embedded porous microparticle; PLLA, poly-l-lactide; PM, porous microparticle; SEM, scanning electron microscope; siRNA-CS, short-interfering RNA-loaded CS.
C–H stretching vibrations, respectively. In addition, the peak at 1,281 cm⁻¹ was due to O–H–O, C–H, and C–OH stretching of DOX.⁵⁴ Indeed, the sharp and intense peaks at 1,760 cm⁻¹ in PLLA PMs and DOX-PLLA PMs were identified as the characteristic stretching absorption of C=O bond of PLLA.⁵⁵ Compared to the FTIR curves of raw DOX and PLLA PMs, the absorption peaks (1,281 cm⁻¹) of the DOX-PLLA PMs were stronger. Furthermore, compared with PLLA PMs, a new peak at 1,239 cm⁻¹ of DOX-loaded PLLA PMs (Figure 3D).

The morphological features of the eventual design of NEPMs produced by the SAS process were visualized through SEM observations. This eco-friendly SAS process resulted in the polymeric porous structures (Figure 3E–F) with an average geometric particle size of 16.86 µm (Figure 3G) and considerable rough surface, indicating the deposition of nanoparticles throughout the polymeric constructs. These porous architectures with optimum size and uniform distribution of nanoparticles over the surface could be easily transported by air and more efficiently penetrated through the lung capillaries. Furthermore, the distribution of nanoparticles over the PMs was confirmed by utilizing the FITC-CS nanoparticles for tracking them by CLSM. As depicted in Figure 3H, the green fluorescence emitted by FITC-CS nanoparticles indicates that the CS nanoparticles were well distributed throughout the PMs. The reasons behind the successful encapsulation of CS nanoparticles would be the optimized critical parameters of SC-CO₂ that favored their entrapment in PMs at the high-pressure conditions.

Aerodynamic properties

It is evident that the aerodynamic properties of drug delivery vehicles play a crucial role in the formulation as well as the delivery of drugs from the inhalation delivery system. More often, the microparticles with an average Dₐ >5 µm have a maximum possibility of their deposition in the oral cavity and pharynx, while the particles with the smaller Dₐ (<0.5 µm) are exhaled before their deposition in the airways. Therefore, the particles with Dₐ >10 µm and Dₐ ranged 1–5 µm are optimum, and thus, these parameters are highly suitable for the efficient deposition of particles in the airways.⁵⁶ In addition to the aerodynamic properties of particles, some other parameters also play a significant role in formulating the inhalation delivery systems such as drug dosage and proportion of the dose that are likely to enter the lungs. FPF is significantly considered in addressing these issues and substantially correlated with the therapeutic efficacy of the delivery system. The resultant aerodynamic properties, ie, Dₐ, Dₐ, and FPF, of NEPMs that were prepared at the different mass ratios of DOX are shown in Table 1. The results have shown that there is no significant change in both Dₐ and Dₐ with the increasing amount of DOX, and these parameters are slightly higher compared with the naked PMs (ie, PMs devoid of DOX). As mentioned earlier, the Dₐ of CS-PLLA PMs and NEPMs higher than 10 µm, Dₐ between 1 and 5 µm, and FPF >50% are optimum for the inhalation delivery.

Furthermore, the aerosolization behavior of the NEPMs was visually observed by capturing the pictures of actuation with an optical camera for every 0.04 seconds intervals. As shown in Figure 4, the aerosolization performance of NEPMs at the theoretical DOX loading amount of 7.5% was accomplished in 0.12 seconds after actuation, displaying good mobility in the air. Our results of actuation were in agreement with the reported literature. In one case, Kim et al designed PLGA PMs for exploring the initial aerosolization of particles and delivery efficacy in vivo. They reported that these PMs with optimum size had exhibited an excellent aerosodynamic mobility for ~0.12 seconds after actuation. In addition, these PLGA PMs had successfully delivered human serum albumin (HSA) in vivo.⁵⁷

In vitro DOX release

Prior to the release experiments, we have calculated the loading and encapsulation efficiencies of the drug in the matrix of PLLA PMs at different theoretical loading amounts of DOX. As depicted in Figure 5A, the loading efficiency of DOX was increased proportionally with its theoretical loading amount. By contrast, the encapsulation efficiency of DOX has initially increased proportionally to the loading amount but later reduced at the highest loading amount, (10%), but it still stands at around 50%–70% in all the circumstances. These consequences demonstrate that the entrapment of the drug molecules within the polymer matrix is limited during the SAS processing even at the higher theoretical amounts of drug encapsulation. However, the loading
and encapsulation efficiencies of DOX in PMs remained sufficient for its delivery and subsequent therapeutic efficacy. Another interesting feature of this NEPM formulation is the sustained delivery of DOX from the PLLA PMs. To explore this characteristic feature, the release behavior of DOX from PLLA PMs loaded at various theoretical loading amounts was investigated by measuring the drug concentration at predetermined intervals using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Figure 5B). The samples of NEPMs have shown the sustained release behavior of DOX compared with that of free DOX dissolution study under the same conditions provided. These PMs exhibited the initial rapid burst release of DOX during the first 2 hours, due to the swift diffusion of the DOX molecules adsorbed on their surface and/or the release of the encapsulated DOX close to the surface of PMs. Entrapped DOX molecules that stayed firmly inside the NEPMs exhibited a relatively slow release (60%–80% for 60 hours), and the dominating factor in the release process of entrapped DOX could be drug diffusion and initial polymer degradation on the surface in the simulated physiological buffers. It is evident from the results that the DOX release from the highly porous NEPMs can be sustained for days, which would be beneficial for long-term delivery of chemotherapeutic agents to the lungs.

Cellular internalization study
To explore the delivery efficacy of NEPMs, we investigated the subcellular localization of various constructs, ie, DOX-PLLA PMs, NC NEPMs, and NEPMs, along with free DOX in H69AR cancer cells using the CLSM study. As depicted in Figure 6, the amounts of DOX fluorescence were aggregated significantly higher at the nuclei proximity of the
NEPMs-treated cells compared with that of other samples (DOX-PLLA PMs and NC NEPMs) and free DOX. It is evident that the fluorescence of DOX is even higher in the NEPMs treatment compared with the NC NEPMs due to the specific gene silencing effect by MRP1 siRNA and eventual release of DOX that internalized the cells in a sustained fashion. On the contrary, the fluorescence intensity of DOX was very low in free DOX-treated H69AR cancer cells due to the resistance of MRP1 gene expression.

Figure 6 Cellular internalization of NEPMs.

Notes: (A) Fluorescence visualization of DOX representing its intracellular accumulation after the treatment of H69AR cancer cells with various constructs. Blue: DAPI stained nucleus; red: DOX. (B) CLSM images of H69AR cancer cells treated with siRNA-CS nanoparticles. Green: FAM-siRNA; red: LysoTracker Red stained lysosome (scale bar, 25 µm).

Abbreviations: CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscope; DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; DOX, doxorubicin hydrochloride; NC, negative control; FAM-siRNA, FAM-labeled siRNA; NEPMs, nano-embedded porous microparticles; PM, porous microparticle; siRNA-CS, short-interfering RNA-loaded CS.
to the overexpression of ABC transporters on the surface of MDR cells. Notably, the fluorescence in the NC NEPMs and DOX-PLLA PMs-treated H69AR cancer cells is similar to that of the cells treated with free DOX. In particular, the ultimate target site of DOX is nuclei, where it forms a DNA-DOX adduct to inhibit its transcription and subsequently proliferation and induce the death of cells. We demonstrate that the accumulation of DOX in the nuclei would certainly improve the antiproliferative effect of the cancer cell.

The promotion of the siRNA release from the siRNA-CS nanoparticles into cell cytosol is critical for effective RNA interference. With the purpose of better understanding that whether the siRNA could release from nanoparticles and escape from the lysosome successfully. Lysosomes and siRNA were labeled by LysoTracker Red and FAM, respectively. As shown in Figure 6, siRNA-CS nanoparticles were taken up efficiently as signified by the strong green signal. More importantly, FAM-siRNA was separated from the red spots (LysoTracker Red), confirming the successful escape from the lysosomes. The escape from the lysosome could be due to the ability of CS nanoparticles that mediates the endosomal escape through the proton sponge effect. These results demonstrate that the siRNA-CS nanoparticles not only showed high uptake by H69AR cells but also promoted siRNA release in the cytosol through lysosomal escape.

Anticancer efficacy
Preceding studies indicated that siRNAs had improved the antitumor effects along with the conventional chemotherapeutic agents. To quantitatively elucidate the antiproliferative efficacy of NEPMs, we investigated the viability of H69AR cancer cells using the MTT assay along with the free DOX, NC NEPMs, and DOX-PLLA PMs. As shown in Figure 7, the viable count of cells is ~80% even at the concentration of 10 µg/mL after 24 hours of incubation with the free DOX due to the overexpression of MDR efflux pumps on the surface and the internalized DOX molecules being retreated by them. Contrariwise, the NEPMs loaded with MRP1 siRNA and DOX were significantly more efficient in inhibiting the cell growth of MDR cells compared with that of the NC NEPMs and DOX-PLLA PMs treatment. The NEPMs treatment in MDR cells has shown the cell viability of ~46% at an equivalent DOX concentration of 7.5 µg/mL, while the corresponding cell viabilities of free DOX, DOX-PLLA PMs, and NC NEPMs remained 80.46%, 95.98%, and 96.94%, respectively. The results demonstrate that the codelivery of DOX and siRNA could obviously improve their therapeutic efficacy compared with that of DOX alone in the MDR cells due to the gene silencing effect of MRP1 siRNA in the cells and then increase their sensitivity to DOX. PLLA and CS are generally considered as biocompatible substrates, which are predominantly utilized for the fabrication of drug delivery systems. However, the parameters or processing effects may sometimes result in the compatibility issues. To evaluate the biocompatibility of SCF-processed PMs, we performed the cytotoxicity assay of naked NEPMs on fibroblast cells (L929 cells). The CS-PLLA PMs at different concentrations had shown no significant influence on the viability of cells at different incubation times, which was consistent with the known biocompatibility of PLLA and CS (Figure S1). Moreover, these results can be correlated with the eco-friendly nature of SCF processing, demonstrating that the PMs based on the SAS process with no organic solvent residue in the eventual composites have no chance for causing lung damage after pulmonary administration, promoting potential application in pulmonary drug delivery.

Conclusion
In summary, we successfully developed an inhalation codelivery system based on NEPMs through an eco-friendly SAS process for simultaneous delivery of an anticancer drug and siRNA to overcome MDR in lung tumor. These NEPMs with excellent biocompatibility and aerodynamic properties have delivered both the agents in a controlled release fashion and are optimum for the pulmonary delivery. Compared with free DOX, NEPMs have enhanced the antiproliferative effects efficiently on DOX by conquering the
MDR in the lung cancer cells. This eco-friendly approach provides a convenient way for the fabrication of inhalation co-delivery system based on PMs with the combination of chemotherapy and gene therapy technology in the treatment of lung cancer.
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Supplementary material

Figure S1 Relative cell viability of L929 cells after treatment with naked NEPMs.

Notes: Cells were seeded at a density of 5×10⁴ cells per well of a 96-well plate and incubated overnight for proper attachment. The cultured media was then replaced with the media containing CS-PLLA PMs at different concentrations (250, 500, and 1,000 µg/mL) exposed for different time intervals (24, 48, and 72 hours). The viability of cells was then measured following the MTT assay procedure (see Anticancer study).